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Calculation is one of the important aspects in becoming a fluent Mathematician. At Tor Bridge Primary
School we recognise this and have created this policy.
The policy outlines the vital building blocks and stages required to support children in using efficient
age appropriate written methods for addition, subtraction multiplication and division (as the
exemplified in the National Curriculum 2014).
Each operation is broken down into year groups and separates mental strategies and outcomes from
formal written methods making it clear what mental strategies needed to develop fluency.
The operations also build on Visual, Auditory and Kinaesthetic learning principles with 3 phases:
Concrete phase – physical manipulation of practical equipment.
Drawing phase – drawing columns, bars, objects or shapes to support understanding.
Symbolic phase – abstract number sentences and symbols used to solve problems quickly and
efficiently.
Specific practical equipment and approaches in Visual Maths have been suggested for each age group
to support children in developing the conceptual understanding that will enable them to move rapidly
and efficiently towards the formal written methods expected at the end of Key Stage Two.
Teachers should encourage children to simultaneously carry out the calculation practically using the
equipment/representation suggested and record this calculation step by step using the parallel formal
written method.
Support for teachers can also be accessed from the Visual Maths Toolkit in the form of video links which
model the development of conceptual understanding.
It is expected that children will work towards the fluency goals for each age group through the use of
the rapid recall objectives, but where necessary teachers will use approaches and materials from earlier
year groups to bridge any gaps in a child’s understanding.
Teachers should have an understanding of the expectations and progression for all year groups,
regardless of which year group they teach.
The ‘Written Methods’, ‘Expectations for mental Maths’ and ‘Fractions’ sections list the national
curriculum expectations of the year group for calculation.
The ‘Developing Conceptual Understanding’ section illustrates how to build children’s understanding of
the formal methods using a range of specific practical equipment and representations.
The expected language for the formal methods is modelled in this section in the older year groups – this
language should be used throughout whenever the formal method is used.
The ‘Developing Mental calculations’ section for each year group highlights the skills and knowledge that
should be addressed on a regular basis within this year group to ensure that children have the requisite
fluency to address the new approaches required.
Secure grap of Calculation should then enable learners to progress to deeper understanding and
advanced skills to secure mastery for the more able.

Addition
Year groups

Reception

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Expectations
for mental
maths

Finds the total number
of items in two groups
by counting all of them.
They count reliably with
numbers from one to
20,
They say which number
is one more than a
given number (to 20).

Solve one-step problems
that involve addition and
subtraction, using concrete
objects and pictorial
representations, and
missing number problems
such as 7 = ☐ – 9

Add and subtract numbers
using concrete objects,
pictorial representations, and
mentally, including:
a two-digit number and
ones
a two-digit number and
tens
two two-digit numbers
adding three one-digit
numbers

Add and subtract numbers
mentally, including:
a three-digit number
and ones
a three-digit number
and tens
a three-digit number
and hundreds

Solve addition and
subtraction two-step
problems in contexts,
deciding which
operations and
methods to use and
why

Add and subtract
numbers mentally
with increasingly
large numbers

Perform mental
calculations,
including with
mixed operations
and large numbers

Rapid Recall A,B
Counting on songs, rhymes
games and with apparatus.

Rapid Recall C, D
Number bonds

Rapid Recall E
Counting on number bead /
Number line/ 100 square – jumps of
1 then efficient jumps using
number bonds
18 + 5 = 23

Rapid recall F
Use place value to add numbers
through mentally partitioning.

Rapid recall G
Use place value to add
numbers through mentally
partitioning.

Rapid recall H
Use place value to add
numbers through
mentally partitioning.

Rapid recall H
Use place value to
add numbers through
mentally partitioning.

In their head or
with jottings

Counting practically on a
large number line
(Ten frame)

Numicon

500 + 120 + 8 = 628

Developing
Mental
calculations
Just know it!
(Rapid Recall
objectives at
bottom)

Year 5

Year 6

346 + 282 = 628
6+2=8
40 + 80 = 120
300 + 200 = 500

Use bonds of 10 to calculate
bonds of 20

Year 4

1346 + 3282 = 4628

2.4 + 3.4 = 5.8

2.45 + 3.43 = 5.88

6+2=8
40 + 80 = 120
300 + 200 = 500
1000 + 3000 = 4000

0.4 + 0.4 = 0.8
2 + 3 =5

0.05 + 0.03 = 0.08
0.4 + 0.4 = 0.8
2 + 3 =5

5 + 0.8 = 5.8
5 + 0.8 + 0.08 = 5.88

Count in tens then bridge.

Number line: 264 + 158 efficient
jumps

Count on, on number track,
lines, beads, in 1s

4000 + 500 + 120 + 8 =
4628
Number line: 1264 + 2158
efficient jumps

Count down and across
47 + 32 = 79

40 + 80 = 120 using 4 + 8 = 12
So 400 + 800 = 1200
243 + 198
by +200 then -2
(Round and adjust)

Use place value to add numbers
through mentally partitioning.
46 + 22 = 68

Pairs that make 100
23 + 77

6+2=8
40 + 20 = 60
60 + 8 = 68
Counting in fractions up to 10,
starting from any numbers and
using the 1/2 and 2/4 equivalence
on the number line.

Fractions

Addition of fractions with the
same denominator within one
whole.
Concrete phase – Using card or
fraction wall.
Drawing phase – Using bar
model to colour in.
Symbolic phase – as below.

Addition of fractions with
the same denominator
within one whole.
Concrete phase – Using
card or fraction wall.
Drawing phase – Using bar
model to colour in.
Symbolic phase – as
below.

Add fractions with the
same denominator and
denominators that are
multiples of the same
number. Recognise
mixed number fractions
and improper fractions
and convert from one to
the other and write
mathematical
statements e.g.
2/5 + 4/5 = 6/5 =1 1/5
Concrete phase – Using
card or fraction wall.

Add fractions with
different denominators
and mixed numbers,
using the concept of
equivalent fractions.
Start with fractions
where the
denominator of one
fraction is a multiple of
the other (e.g. 1/2 +
1/8 = 5/8) and
progress to varied and
increasingly complex
Problems.

Drawing phase – Using
bar model to colour in.
Symbolic phase – as
below.

Practice calculations
with simple fractions
and decimal
equivalents to aid
fluency.

2 + 3 = 16 + 15 = 31
5 8 40 40 40

In practical activities
and discussion,
beginning to use the
vocabulary involved in
adding and
subtracting.
Using quantities and
objects, they add two
single-digit numbers
and count on to find
the answer.
Records, using marks
that they can interpret
and explain.
Begins to identify own
mathematical
problems based on
own interests and
fascinations.
Written
Methods

Read, write and interpret
mathematical statements
involving addition (+),
subtraction (–) and equals
(=) signs

Add and subtract two twodigit numbers using concrete
objects, pictorial
representations progressing to
formal written methods
46
+27
73
1

Add and subtract numbers
with up to three digits, using
formal written methods of
columnar addition and
subtraction
423
+ 88
511
1 1

Add and subtract
numbers with up to 4
digits using the formal
written methods of
columnar addition
where appropriate
2458
+ 596
3054
1 1 1

Add and subtract
whole numbers with
more than 4 digits,
including using
formal written
methods (columnar
addition and
subtraction)

Add and subtract
decimal numbers
including using
formal written
methods
(columnar addition
and subtraction)

Reception

Year group

Use Numicon for concrete phase of addition

+

Year 1
Combining objects
Count all

=
Count on

+

=

8
Equality
e.g. 2 = 1+ 1, 2 + 3 = 4 + 1

Finding totals, count all and 1 more with
apparatus.
Use Numicon then
Dienes 1s for
concrete phase of
addition
6+3=9

Use pictures for drawing phase number
sentences.

Developing
conceptual
understanding

On Tens and Ones
grid place 1s
Dienes in ones
column (rows of 5s)
and count to make
sure there is enough.

Use Dienes 10s, 1s for concrete
phase of addition using carrying.

Use drawing phase for addition using
carrying.

Draw out
grid with T
and O at
the top.

Use Numicon then
Dienes 1s for
concrete phase of
addition
46 + 27 =

Draw out grid with T and
O at the top.

Draw circles
as ones
(rows of 5s)
and count
them out to
check.

Count all of
the circles
and write
total
underneath.

Place Dienes on
grid one on top of
the other (rows of
5s).
If more than
10 in the 10s
count them
up and shout
STOP at the 10
and carry the ones and exchange
them for a tower of
ten.
Count up ones and
write total at
bottom.

Use symbolic phase to set out the
calculation.
6+3=9

Count up the
number of Dienes
that is required
and write the
answer.

Year 2

Use drawing phase for addition.
6+3=9

Count up tens and
write total at
bottom.

□-7=2
Write out total
46 + 27

= 73

Draw circles as ones
(rows of 5s) and towers
of 10 as rectangles
count them out to check.
Then combine the
ones and STOP at 10.
So we draw a
rectangle in the tens
column.

Count all of the
circles and
rectangles and
write total
underneath.

Use symbolic phase to set out the
calculation In columns using carrying.
(NB before this stage it is important that the
symbolic method is shown alongside
drawing method)

46
+27
73
1

Bar model

Bar model

Year 3

Year groups
Use Dienes 100s, 10s,1s for
concrete phase of
addition

Year 4

Use drawing phase for addition using
carrying.

Use Place value counters 1000s
100s, 10s,1s for concrete phase of
addition

156 + 53 = 209
166 + 136

Place Value Counters 2458 + 596
Draw out grid with H, T and O at the top.

Show
166 and
136
above
one
another.

Developing
conceptual
understanding

Combine the 1s and count
the 1s
shouting
STOP
when a
tower of
10 is made and group,
then carry and exchange
for a tower of 10.
Combine the towers of10s
and count the 10s
shouting
STOP
when we
have a
block of is
made and group then
carry and exchange for a
block of 100.
Combine and count from
the 1s then 10s then 100s
and
record.

Bar Model

Draw Hundreds as
squares, tens as
rectangles circles as
ones (rows of 5s) and
count them out to
check.
Start by counting up the ones and write at
the bottom.
Then combine the
towers of ten from 1
tower and STOP at 10.
So we draw a square
into the hundreds
column.
Count up the number
of hundreds and write
the answer underneath.

Use symbolic phase to set out the
calculation
In columns.

423
+ 88
511
1 1

Show 2458
and 596

Year 5

Use drawing phase for
addition.

Use Place Value counters for concrete
phase addition.

Same as concrete phase and
replace towers and blocks for
circles in each column.

Use drawing phase for addition.

1734 + 423 = 2157

Find the sum of the ones.
4 ones + 6 ones = 10 ones
(or 1 ten and 0 ones)
so record 0 in the ones and 1
below the line in the tens.

Combine
the 1s.
Exchange
ten 1s
for a 10
counter.
Combine
the 10s.
Exchange
ten 10s
for a 100
counter.
Combine
the 100s.
Exchange
ten 100s
for a 1000
counter.
Read final
answer
Three
thousand
and
fifty-four.
Bar Model

Use symbolic phase to set out the
calculation
In columns.

Find the sum of the tens.
5 tens + 9 tens + 1 ten
= 15 tens (or 1 hundred
and 5 tens) so record a
5 in the tens and 1 below
the line in the hundreds.
Use symbolic phase to set out
the calculation
In columns.

2458
+ 596
3054
1 1 1

Find the sum of the hundreds.
4 hundreds + 5 hundreds
+ 1 hundred = 10 hundreds
(or 1 thousand and
0 hundreds) so record a
0 in the hundreds and a
1 in the thousands.
Find the sum of the thousands.
3 thousands + 1 thousand
= 4 thousands so record a
4 in the thousands column.
Find the sum of the ten
thousands.
There are only 2 ten thousands
so record a 2 in the final column.
Bar Model

Year 6
Solve addition and
subtraction multi-step
problems in contexts,
deciding which
operations and
methods to use and
why

Year groups
Expectations
for mental
maths
In their head or
with jottings

Reception

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Uses the language of
‘more’ and ‘fewer’ to
compare two sets of
objects.
Finds one more or one less
from a group of up to five
objects, then ten objects.

Solve one-step problems
that involve addition
and subtraction, using
concrete objects and
pictorial representations,
and missing number
problems such as 7 = ☐ –
9

Add and subtract numbers using
concrete objects, pictorial
representations, and mentally,
including:
a two-digit number and ones
a two-digit number and tens
two two-digit numbers
adding three one-digit
numbers

Add and subtract numbers
mentally, including:
a three-digit number
and ones
a three-digit number
and tens
a three-digit number
and hundreds

Add and subtract numbers
mentally with increasingly
large numbers

Add and subtract numbers
mentally with increasingly
large numbers

Perform mental
calculations, including with
mixed operations and
large numbers

Rapid Recall A,B
Counting back songs,
rhymes and games.

Rapid Recall C, D
Number bonds

Rapid Recall E
Number track / Number line –
jumps of 1 then efficient jumps
using number bonds
23 – 5 = 18

Rapid recall F
Use place value to subtract
numbers through mentally
partitioning.

Rapid recall G
Use place value to subtract
numbers through mentally
partitioning.

Rapid recall H
Use place value to add
numbers through mentally
partitioning.

Rapid recall H
Use place value to add
numbers through mentally
partitioning.

346 - 30 = 316

1746 – 500 = 1246

11746 - 1500 = 10,246

40 -30 = 10
300 - 0 = 300

700 - 500 = 200
1000 - 0 = 1000

700 - 500 = 200
1000 - 1000 = 0
10,000 – 0 = 10,000

Practical jumping back on
a class number line.

Year 1

(Ten
frame)
Numicon for difference
between 7 and 10.

Developing
Mental
calculations

Subtraction
Year 2
Year 3

Using a number line, 73 – 46 = 26

300 + 10 + 4 = 314

2342 – 41 = 2001
2001 + 133 = 2134

1000 + 200 + 40 + 4 = 1214
10,000 + 200 + 46 = 10,246

6 less than 10 is 4

Difference between 73 – 58 by
counting up, 58 + _ = 73

Difference between 173 –
50 by counting up,
50 + _ = 173

Difference between 1173 –
1158 by counting up,
1158 + _ = 1173
Difference between 11,173
– 11,158 by counting up,
11,873 + _ = 11,173

Just know it!
(Rapid Recall
objectives at
bottom)

2.45 + 3.43 = 5.88
= 2342 – 41 + 133

Count back on a
number track, then
number line.
15 – 6 = 9

Pupils should count in fractions up
to 10, starting from any number
and using the equivalence on the
number line (for example, 1 ¼, 1 ½,
1 ¾, 2.)

Count down in tenths.
Subtract fractions with the
same denominator within one
whole.
Concrete phase – Using card
or fraction wall.

Fractions
Drawing phase – Using bar
model to colour in.

Symbolic phase – as below.

Count down in hundredths.
Subtract fractions with the
same denominator.
Solve simple measure and
money problems involving
fractions and decimals to
two decimal places.

Use physical and pictorial
representations to stress
the place value
relationships between
money, decimals and
whole numbers e.g.
place value mat.

Concrete phase – Using
card or fraction wall.

Concrete phase – Using
money and place value
counters.
Drawing phase – Using
bar model to take away.

Subtract fractions with
different denominators
and mixed numbers.
Practice calculations with
simple fractions and
decimal fraction
equivalents to aid
fluency.
Symbolic phase – as
below.
2 - 3 = 16 - 15 = 1
5 8 40 40 40

Drawing phase – Using
number lines, bar model to
take away.

3-1=2
6 6 6

Symbolic phase – as below.

Symbolic phase – as
below.

13 - 7 = 6 =
6 6 6

1

6-1=5
8 8 8

Written
Methods

In practical activities and
discussion, beginning to use
the vocabulary involved in
adding and subtracting.
Using quantities and
objects, they subtract two
single-digit numbers and
count back to find the
answer.
Records, using marks that
they can interpret and
explain.
Begins to identify own
mathematical problems
based on own interests and
fascinations.

Read, write and
interpret
mathematical
statements involving
addition (+),
subtraction (–) and
equals (=) signs

Add and subtract two twodigit numbers using concrete
objects, pictorial
representations progressing to
formal written methods
6 1

73
- 46
27

Add and subtract
numbers with up to three
digits, using formal written
methods of columnar
addition and subtraction
2

3 1

344
- 187
157

Add and subtract
numbers with up to 4
digits using the formal
written methods of
columnar addition
where appropriate

Add and subtract
whole numbers with
more than 4 digits,
including using formal
written methods
(columnar addition
and subtraction)

Solve addition and
subtraction multi-step
problems in contexts,
deciding which
operations and
methods to use and
why

Year groups

Reception
Use objects to count all and 1 less for concrete
phase of subtraction

Year 1
Count out, then count how many are left.

Use drawing phase for subtraction
6–3 =3

7–4 = 3
Draw out grid
with T and O at
the top.
Use Numicon then Dienes 1s for concrete
phase of subtraction
6-3=3
Start by placing 1s
into 1s column (for
the first number
only).
Take away the
number of Dienes
that is required.

Draw circles as
ones (rows of 5s)
and count them
out to check.

Cross off the
number that is
being taken
away.

Use pictures for drawing phase number sentences
Recount them and
write the total
underneath.

Developing
conceptual
understanding

Use symbolic phase to set out the
calculation. (NB before this stage it
is important that the symbolic
method is shown alongside
drawing method)
6-3=3

Year 2
Use Dienes 10s and 1s for
concrete phase of subtraction
which include exchanging.

Use drawing phase for subtraction using
exchanging.
31 – 13 =

73 - 46 =

Draw out grid with T
and O at the top.

On Tens and
Ones grid
place 10s
and 1s
dienes in
columns for the first number only
(rows of 5s) and count to make
sure there is enough.
Start by taking
away 3 from 6.
We can’t!

Start by taking away
1 from 6. We can’t!
So we cross off a 10
and put 10 circles
into the ones column.

So we
exchange one
10 for ten 1s.

Cross off the number
of 1s that is being
taken away and
write the answer
underneath.

Now take
away 6 and
write the total
at the bottom.
Then the same
for the 10s

□+3 =6

Finally take away the
10s.
Use symbolic phase to set out the
scalculation. (NB before this stage it is
important that the symbolic method is
shown alongside drawing method)
6 1

Recount total of
27.
Bar model

Draw tens as
rectangles circles as
ones (rows of 5s) and
count them out to
check.

Bar model

73
- 46
27

Year groups

Developing
conceptual
understanding

Year 3

Year 4

Use Dienes 100s, 10s and 1s
for concrete phase of
subtraction which include
exchanging.
113 - 46 =

Use drawing phase for subtraction using
exchanging.
116 – 53 =

On Hundreds, Tens and Ones
grid
place
100s,
10s
and 1s
dienes for the first number
only in columns (rows of 5s)
and count to make sure
there is enough.

Draw Hundreds as squares, tens as
rectangles circles as
ones (rows of 5s) and
count them out to
check.

Start by
taking away
ones. We
can’t! So we
exchange a
10 for ten 1s
and take it
away.

Then take
away 10s. We
can’t! So we
exchange
one 100 for
ten towers
of 10.
Now take
away the tens
and hundreds
(if any left) and
recount total.
Bar model

Draw out grid with H, T and O at the top.

Start by taking away 3 from 6.
Then take away 5
towers of ten from 1
tower. We can’t!
So we cross off a 100
and put 10 rectangles
into the tens column.
Cross off the number
of 1s that is being
taken away and
write the answer
underneath.
Take away the 5
towers of tens and
then the hundreds.

Use symbolic phase to set out the
calculation. (NB before this stage it is
important that the symbolic method is
shown alongside drawing method)
2

3 1

344
- 187
157

Use Place Value counters 1000s,
100s, 10s and 1s for concrete
phase of subtraction which
include exchanging.
2344 – 187
On Thousands, Hundreds, Tens
and Ones grid
place 100s,
10s and 1s
counters for
the first
number only in columns (rows of
5s) and count to make sure
there is enough.
Start by taking
away ones.
We can’t! So
we exchange
a 10 for ten 1s
and take it
away.
Then take
away the 10s.
We can’t! So
we exchange
a 100 for ten
10s and take it away.
Then take
away the 100s.
We can’t! So
we exchange
a 1000 for ten
100s and take
it away.
Finally take
away the
thousands.
Bar model

Use drawing phase for
subtraction using exchanging.
Same as concrete phase and
replace towers and blocks for
circles in each column.
1216 – 413 =

Year 5
Use concrete and drawing phases if
needed.
Use symbolic phase to set out the
calculation. (NB before this stage it is
important that the symbolic method is
shown alongside drawing method)
Set out the calculation in
columns
The 1s column: four subtract
seven
Because seven is greater
than four, exchange a 10 for
ten 1s. So there are now
three 10s and fourteen 1s.
Fourteen 1s subtract seven 1s
makes seven 1s – record this.

Use symbolic phase to set out
the calculation. (NB before
this stage it is important that
the symbolic method is shown
alongside drawing method)

The 10s column: three subtract eight.
Because eight is greater
than three, exchange a 100
for
ten 10s. So there are now two
100s and thirteen 10s.
Thirteen 10s subtract eight 10s
makes five 10s – record this.
The 100s column: two
subtract one. Two 100s
subtract one 100
makes one 100 – record this.
The 1000s column: two
subtract one. Two 1000s
subtract one 1000 makes
one 1000 – record this.
The 10,000s column: there are
only five 10000s with nothing
to subtract. So record 5.
Bar model

Year 6

Year groups

Reception

Year 1

Year 2

They solve problems,
including doubling.

Solve one-step
problems involving
multiplication and
division, by
calculating the
answer using
concrete objects,
pictorial
representations and
arrays with the
support of the
teacher

Show that multiplication of two
numbers can be done in any
order (commutative) and
division of one number by
another cannot
Solve problems involving
multiplication and division, using
materials, arrays, repeated
addition, mental methods, and
multiplication and division facts,
including problems in contexts

Write and calculate
mathematical statements for
multiplication and division using
the multiplication tables that
they know, including for twodigit numbers times one-digit
numbers, using mental methods

Use place value, known and
derived facts to multiply and
divide mentally, including:
multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing
by 1; multiplying together three
numbers
Recognise and use factor pairs
and commutativity in mental
calculations

Rapid Recall A,B
Counting in 2s songs,
rhymes and games.

Rapid Recall C, D
Counting in 2s, 10s
and 5s songs rhymes
and games.

Rapid Recall E
Counting in 2s, 10s, 5s and begin
3s songs rhymes and games.

Rapid recall F
Counting in 3s, 6s, 4s and 8s
songs rhymes and games.

Rapid recall G
Counting in 7s, 9s, 11s and 12s
songs rhymes and games.

Use on number lines and beads
to count up and back.

Use on number lines and beads
to count up and back.

Build multiplication facts on
counting stick: 12x7=84

Expectations
for mental
maths
In their head or
with jottings

Practical jumping in twos
on a class number line.

Developing
Mental
calculations

Use on number lines
and beads to count
up and back.

Doubling in practical
contexts e.g. adding spots
to ladybirds. Using fingers
and dominoes.

Odd and even numbers using
Numicon.
Doubling in practical
contexts e.g.
doubling Dienes,
counters,

2 x 3 = 6 so 20 x 3 = 600
Build multiplication facts on
counting stick: 12x3=36
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36

Odd

Year 5

Year 6

Multiply and divide numbers
mentally drawing upon
known facts
Multiply and divide whole
numbers and those involving
decimals by 10, 100 and
1000
Identify multiples and
factors, including finding all
factor pairs of a number,
and common factors of two
numbers
establish whether a number
up to 100 is prime
Rapid recall H
Counting in all numbers up
to 12s and 10x, 100x and
1000x bigger songs rhymes
and games.

Perform mental calculations,
including with mixed
operations and large
numbers

Build multiplication facts on
counting stick 10x, 100x and
1000x bigger:

Using known facts to multiply
larger numbers multiplied by 10:

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

Doubles using Numicon

Year 4

0 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 77 84

Build tables on counting stick
4x2=8

Just know it!
(Rapid Recall
objectives at
bottom)

Multiplication
Year 3

Even

Using known facts to multiply
larger numbers multiplied by
10, 100 or 1000:

Rapid recall H
Counting in all numbers up
to 12s and decimal numbers
songs rhymes and games.
Build multiplication facts on
counting stick with decimal
numbers:

Using known facts to multiply
decimal numbers:
2 x 3 = 6 so 0.2 x 3 = 0.6
4 x 0.6 = 2.4

2 x 3 = 6 so 200 x 3 = 600
4 x 6000 = 24 000

Mentally multiply 2 digit numbers
by partitioning:

Doubling in mentally using
games e.g. flash cards, shoot
the sheriff.

23 x 5 = 20 x 5 = 100 + 3 x 5 = 15
100 + 15 = 115

Commutativity
2x5=5x2=

Fraction

Write simple fractions
for example ½ of 6 =
3 and recognise the
equivalence of 2/4
and ½.
Begin to relate
multiplication and
division models to
fractions and
measures.

Recognise and
show using
diagrams,
equivalent fractions
with small
denominators.
Concrete phase –
Using card or fraction
wall.

Recognise and show, using diagrams,
families of common equivalent fractions.
Understand the relation between non‐unit
fractions and multiplication of quantities,
with particular emphasis on tenths and
hundredths.
Make connections between fractions of a
length, of a shape and as a
representation of one whole or set of
quantities.

Multiply mixed numbers
and proper fractions by
whole number,
supported by diagrams
and materials.
Identify name and write
equivalent fractions of a
given fraction,
represented visually,
including tenths and
hundredths.

Multiply simple pairs of
proper fractions writing
the answer in its simplest
form. E.g ¼ x ½ =1/8
Concrete phase – Using card
or fraction wall, string shapes

Drawing phase – Using bar
model to colour in.

Use factors and multiples to recognise
equivalent fractions and simplify where
appropriate.

Concrete phase – Using
objects, fraction walls
and cakes/pizza.
Drawing phase – Using
bar model to colour in.

Symbolic phase – as
below.

Scaling by finding ¼ of
½.

Concrete phase – Using card or fraction wall,
string shapes

Concrete phase – Using
card or fraction wall, string
shapes

Drawing phase – Using bar model to colour in.

Drawing phase – Using bar
model to colour in.

Symbolic phase – as below.

¼ x ½ =1/8

Drawing phase – Using
bar model to colour in.

½ of 6 = 3

Symbolic phase – as below.
Symbolic phase – as
below.

Symbolic phase – as below.
2/10 = 20/100

2/5 =4/10

They solve problems,
including doubling.

Encourage
children to begin
to write it as
repeated
addition in
preparation for
Year 2.
e.g. , 2+2+2+2=8

Calculate
mathematical
statements for
multiplication within
the
multiplication tables
and write them using
the multiplication (×),
division
(÷) and equals (=)
signs.

Write and calculate
mathematical
statements for ÷
using the x tables
they know
progressing to
formal written
methods.

Multiply two-digit and three-digit numbers
by a one-digit number using formal written
layout
243
x 6
1458

Multiply numbers up to 4
digits by a one- or twodigit number using a
formal written method,
including long
multiplication for twodigit numbers

21

243
x 36
7290
+1458
8748
1

Written
Methods

Multiply multi-digit
numbers up to 4 digits
by a two-digit whole
number using the formal
written method of long
multiplication
5172
x 38
155160
41376
196536
1

Year groups

Reception
Using the concrete phase use practical
examples. e.g. How many shoes for three
children?

Year 1
Using concrete phase counting 2 objects on in groups.

Year 2
Using concrete phase counting 5 objects on in groups.

Using the drawing phase drawing groups and adding crosses.
3 groups of 5 = 15
Using the drawing phase drawing groups and adding crosses.
3 groups of 2 = 6

Moving on to drawing arrays
Use the drawing phase children draw pairs
of objects.

Developing
conceptual
understanding

Moving on to drawing arrays

3x5=

3x2=

Using symbolic phase counting on in 2s drawing numbers in each circle using
repeated addition.

Using symbolic phase counting on in 2s drawing numbers in each circle using
repeated addition.

2+2+2=

5+5+5=

Then number sentences

Then symbolic phase

3x2=
Bar model

3x5=
Bar model

Year groups

Year 3

Year 4

Use Dienes, 10s and 1s for
concrete phase of addition

Use drawing phase for addition
using carrying.

15 x 3

15 x 3 = 45

Use Place Value counters 1000s
100s, 10s, 1s for concrete phase
for multiplication.
Place Value Counters 234 x 3

Partition
the 10s
and 1s
into three
groups
Combine the 1s and count
shout
STOP
when
you get
to 10 and
exchange these 1s for a
tower of 10.

Developing
conceptual
understanding

Count up
all the 1s
and the
towers of
10.

Write
these at
the
bottom.

Draw out grid with T and O at the
top.
Draw tens as
rectangles
circles as ones
(rows of 5s) and
count them out
to check.
Start by counting
up the ones and
STOP at 10. Cross
off these 10 ones
and draw a
tower of 10.

Then combine
the towers of ten
and write the
number at the
bottom.
Use symbolic phase to set out the
calculation in columns.
NB before this stage it is important
that the symbolic method is shown
alongside drawing method)

Show 234
and repeat
underneath 3
times.

Year 5

Use drawing phase for
multiplication.

Use Place Value counters for concrete
then use drawing phases if needed.

Same as concrete phase and
replace towers and blocks for
circles in each column.

Use symbolic phase to set out the
calculation in columns.
Multiply 1,432x30
(30x2, 30x30, 30x400, 30x1000)

254 x 3

1

Multiply 1,432x6
(6x2, 6x30, 6x400, 6x1000)

Combine
the 1s.
Exchange
ten 1s
for a 10
counter.
Combine
the 10s.
Exchange
ten 10s
for a 100
counter.
Combine
the 100s.

Year 6
Use Place Value counters for
concrete then use drawing phases if
needed.
5172
x 38
155160
+ 41376
196536

Use symbolic phase to set out
the calculation in columns.

243
x 6
1458

To multiply 5172 by 38 find
the sum of 5172 x 30 &
5172 x 8.
5172 x 30: This is the same as 5172 x 3
x 10. Therefore, record a 0 in the 1s
column to take care of the ‘ten times
bigger’ and begin to calculate 5182 x
3.

Carried numbers are recorded below
answer.
Then use column addition to find the
total of the products.

Then calculate 5172 multiplied by 8
and record beneath:

21

Write final
answer.
Finally add the
two parts together
using column
addition.

15
x 3
45
1

Bar model

Bar model

Bar model

Bar mode l

Division
Year groups

Expectations
for mental
maths

Reception

Just know it!

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Show that multiplication of
two numbers can be done
in any order (commutative)
and division of one number
by another cannot
Solve problems involving
multiplication and division,
using materials, arrays,
repeated addition, mental
methods, and multiplication
and division facts, including
problems in contexts

Write and calculate
mathematical statements
for multiplication and
division using the
multiplication tables that
they know, including for
two-digit numbers times
one-digit numbers, using
mental methods

Use place value, known
and derived facts to
multiply and divide
mentally, including:
multiplying by 0 and 1;
dividing by 1; multiplying
together three numbers
Recognise and use factor
pairs and commutativity in
mental calculations

Multiply and
divide numbers
mentally drawing
upon known
facts
Multiply and
divide whole
numbers and
those involving
decimals by 10,
100 and 1000

Perform mental
calculations, including
with mixed operations
and large numbers

Rapid Recall A,B
Understanding the notion of
fairness and its application
in equal sharing.

Rapid Recall C, D
Counting in 2s, 10s and 5s
songs rhymes and games.

Rapid Recall E
Counting in 2s, 10s, 5s and begin
3s songs rhymes and games.

Rapid recall F
Counting in 3s, 6s, 4s and 8s
songs rhymes and games.

Rapid recall G
Counting in 7s, 9s, 11s and 12s
songs rhymes and games.

Use Numicon and beads and
put into groups.

Use Numicon and beads and
put into groups.

Use Numicon and beads and
put into groups.

Use counting sticks and number
lines:
How many 7s in 63?

Rapid recall H
Counting in all
numbers up to 12s
and 10x, 100x and
1000x bigger songs
rhymes and games.

Rapid recall H
Counting in all numbers up
to 12s and decimal
numbers songs rhymes and
games.

Halving in practical
contexts e.g. halving cakes,
sandwiches.
How many 2s?
Finding two matching
Numicon pieces to make a
whole number.

Practical contexts
finding halves.

Recognise, find and
name a half as one of
two equal parts of an
object, shape or quantity.
Recognise, find and
name a quarter as one of
four equal parts of an
object, shape or quantity
Children should begin to
explore finding simple
fractions of objects,
numbers and quantities.
Concrete phase – Using
objects and cakes/pizza.

0 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 77 84

Use counting sticks and number
lines
How many 2s in 8?

Halving in practical contexts
by sharing between 2 e.g.
using frogs on lily pads,

(Rapid Recall
objectives at
bottom)

Fractions

Year 2

Solve one-step problems
involving multiplication
and division, by
calculating the answer
using concrete objects,
pictorial representations
and arrays with the
support of the teacher

In their head or
with jottings

Developing
Mental
calculations

Year 1

They solve problems
including halving.
They solve problems
including sharing.

Use counting sticks and number
lines:
How many 3s in 36?

Using known facts to divide
larger numbers multiplied by 10:
6 ÷ 3 = 2 so 60 ÷ 3 = 20

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36

Halving in mentally using games
e.g. flash cards, shoot the sheriff.

Children should be given
opportunities to find a half,
a quarter and a third of
shapes, objects, numbers
and quantities. Finding a
fraction of a number of
objects to be related to
sharing.
They will explore visually
and understand how some
fractions are equivalent –
e.g. two quarters is the
same as one half.
Concrete phase – Using objects,
fraction walls and cakes/pizza.

Build division facts
on counting stick
10x, 100x and 1000x
bigger:

Build division facts on
counting stick with decimal
numbers:

Using known facts to
multiply decimal numbers:
Using known facts to
multiply larger
numbers multiplied
by 10, 100 or 1000:

6 ÷ 3 = 2 so 0.6 ÷ 3 = 0.2
2.4 ÷ 6 = 0.4

6 ÷ 3 = 2 so 600 ÷ 3 =
200
24 000 ÷ 6 = 4 000

Count up and down in
tenths; recognise that
tenths arise from dividing an
object or number into 10
equal parts.
Recognise, find and write
fractions of a discrete set of
objects: unit fractions and
non-unit fractions with small
denominators.
Recognise and show, using
diagrams, equivalent
fractions with small
denominators.

Count up and down in
hundredths; recognise
that hundredths arise
when dividing an object
by one hundred and
dividing tenths by ten.
Find the effect of dividing
a one- or two-digit
number by 10 and 100,
identifying the value of
the digits in the answer as
ones, tenths and
Hundredths.

Building on learning
from Year 4.

Divide proper fractions
by whole numbers.
Associate a fraction
with division and
calculate decimal
fraction equivalents for
a simple fraction.
Identify the value of
each digit in numbers
given to 3 decimal
places and multiply
and divide numbers by
10, 100 and 1000 giving
answers up to 3
decimal places use

Drawing phase – Using shapes
and bars.

Symbolic phase – as below.

Drawing phase – Using shapes
and bars.

Symbolic phase – as below.

=

Children should be given
the opportunity to further
develop understanding of
division (sharing) to be used
to find a fractions.

written division
methods where
needed.

Concrete phase – Using
objects, fraction walls, place
value, hundred square
counters and money.

Concrete phase – Using
objects, fraction walls,
place value, hundred
square counters and
money.
Drawing phase – Using,
place value grids, shapes
and bars.

Concrete phase – Using objects,
fraction walls and cakes/pizza.
Drawing phase – Using shapes
and bars.

Symbolic phase – as below.

Drawing phase – Using, place
value grids, shapes and bars.

Symbolic phase – as
below.

÷2

Symbolic phase – as below.

Records, using marks
that they can interpret
and explain.
They solve problems
including sharing.

Encourage children to
begin to write it as
repeated addition in
preparation for Year 2.
e.g. , 2+2+2+2=8

Calculate mathematical
statements for
multiplication within the
multiplication tables and
write them using the
multiplication (×), division
(÷) and equals (=) signs and
begin to show remainders

Written
Methods

.

Write and calculate
mathematical statements
for ÷ using the x tables they
know progressing to formal
written methods with
remainders included.

Continue to write and
calculate mathematical
statements for ÷ using the
x tables they know
progressing to formal
written methods with
remainders.

Divide numbers up
to 4 digits by a onedigit number using
the formal written
method of short
division and
interpret
remainders
appropriately for
the context.

=

Divide numbers up to 4digits by a two-digit
whole number using
the formal written
method of short division
where appropriate for
the context

Year groups

Reception
Using the concrete phase use practical
examples. e.g. Share sweets between 3
children. How many do they get each?

Year 1

Year 2

Using concrete phase sharing and grouping in to 2s and 10s.
Start with sharing

Make groups of

Using concrete phase sharing and grouping into 5s and 3s.
Start with sharing

Make groups of

Using the drawing phase to share and then group
Using the drawing phase to share and then group
15 shared by 5
6 shared by 2

15 into groups of 5

6 into groups of 2

Moving on to drawing arrays
Using symbolic phase counting on in 2s drawing numbers in each circle using counting
on to see how many 2s in 6?

Developing
conceptual
understanding

Use the drawing phase children draw
sharing objects.

15 into rows of 3

Then number sentences
6÷2=

Using symbolic phase counting on in 2s drawing numbers in each circle using counting
on to see how many 5s in 15?
Then number sentences
15 ÷ 5 =

Bar model

Bar model

Year groups

Year 3
Use Dienes, 10s and 1s for
concrete phase of addition

Use drawing phase for addition using
carrying.

42 ÷ 3 = 14

42 ÷ 3 = 14

Year 4
Use Place Value counters
1000s 100s, 10s, 1s for concrete
phase for division.

Use drawing phase for addition using
carrying.

Year 5

Year 6

Follows same phases as
Year 4 but with larger
numbers.

Divide numbers up to 4-digits by a
two-digit whole number using the
formal written method of short
division where appropriate for the
context

312 ÷ 3 = 104
612 ÷ 3 = 104

Partition
the 10s
and 1s

Start with
the tens
column
circle the
towers of
10 into
groups of 3.

Developing
conceptual
understanding

Any
remaining
will be
exchanged
for ten 1s
and put into
the ones column in groups of
3.

Circle the
groups of 3
and count
them up
writing this
at the bottom.

Bar model

Draw out grid with T and O at the top.
Draw tens as
rectangles
circles as ones
(rows of 5s) and
count them out
to check.
Start with the tens
column circle the
towers of 10 into
groups of 3.
Any remaining
will be
exchanged for 10
ones and put into
the one column.
Circle the groups
of 3 and count
them up writing
this at the
bottom.
Use symbolic phase to set out the
calculation in columns.
NB before this stage it is important that
the symbolic method is shown
alongside drawing method)

Partition the counters for the
first
number
only into
100s, 10s
and 1s.

Start with the hundreds
column and group in 3s and
circle
and write
the
number
of groups
at the bottom.
Repeat for
they tens
column. We
can’t’! So
exchange a
ten for ten 1s
counters.

Finally group the 1s into 3s
and circle
the groups of
3 and count
them up
writing this at
the bottom.
Bar model

Draw out grid with H, T and O at the
top.
Draw circles in
each column
(rows of 5s) and
count them out to
check.

564  13
Begin to show remainders
as fractions

4 3r5
13 5 6 44

Known multiplication facts:
13, 26, 39, 52, 65, …
10 x 13 = 130, 20 x 13 = 260 …
5

564  13 = 43 r 5 = 43 13
Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a
two-digit whole number using the
formal written method of long
division, and interpret remainders
as whole number remainders,
fractions, or by rounding, as
appropriate for the context
564  13

Start with the
hundreds column
circle the towers of
10 into groups of 3.
Then group the 10s
and any remaining
will be exchanged
for 10 ones and put
into the one
column.

4 3.3 8…
5 6 4. 0 0…
5 2
4 4
- 3 9
5 0
- 3 9
1 1 0
- 1 0 4
6
5
= 43 r 5 = 43 13 = 43.4 (to 1dp)
13

Circle the groups of 3
and count them up
writing this at the
bottom.
Use symbolic phase to set out the
calculation in columns.
NB before this stage it is important that
the symbolic method is shown
alongside drawing method)

Bar model

Bar model

Progresssion after Securing Age-related Calculation skills
An example of the route for learners after securing age appropriate calculation in Year 1

